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Current S-120 Terminology
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Ambiguity on specification: NTE or nominal
Ambiguity on ‘Uncertainty’: A5 or A6
A5 and A6 are important distinctions for 
business and operations
Ambiguity hurts customer 
(internal and external)
Mass Growth Allowance (MGA) EXAMPLE
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Tagged Hardware
Current inventory, 
(% replaced by known variation)
Test articles good,
Production 
drawings
After PDR, Before CDR
After SDR, Before PDR
Undefined Loads
MGA schedule derived 
from S-120 and R-020A
MGA applied at lowest 
level of detail available-
component
MGA and Specification Correlation
Expected development maturity under contract (spec) should 
correlate with Project/ Program Approved MGA Depletion Schedule 
in Mass Properties Control Plan
 If specification NTE, MGA is inclusive of Actual MGA (A5 & A6)  
 If specification is not an NTE Actual MGA (e.g. nominal), then MGA values 
are reduced by A5 values and A5 is representative of remaining uncertainty
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SPEC = NOMINAL +/- A6
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Terminology: Dry Mass 
Predicted  Mass
Basic Mass
Mass Growth Allowance 
(MGA)
Element Margin 
Unencumbered Margin
Pending + Weighted Potential Changes Element
Total 
Margin Manufacturing Variation (A5)
Element Control Mass (Not To Exceed)
Predicted  Mean
Total Encumbered Mass
Similarity at Element level
Use empirical data of similar
Basic Mass = Engineering Estimate based on design and construction principles with NO embedded margin
MGA  Mass = Basic Mass * assessed % from approved MGA schedule
Predicted Mass = Basic + MGA
Aggregate MGA % = (Aggregate Predicted – Aggregate Basic) / Aggregate Basic
Recommendation
 If Specification is NTE, MGA is inclusive of Actual MGA (A5 & A6) 
 If Specification is for nominal mass then ALL Estimated & 
Calculated MGA values are reduced by A5 values 
… and A5 is representative of remaining uncertainty
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